PRESS RELEASE

SSB SEIZED ONE CRORE WORTH OF HEROIN IN BIHAR AND RS.64 LAKHS OF NARCOTICS IN U.P.

New Delhi, 06.09.16,  - SSB 56th Battalion based at Bathnaha, Bihar has apprehended one lady of village Jamua, Araria and seized 900 gms Double Tiger Heroin of Thailand, which was being smuggled for Nepal to India on 2.9.16.

In another incident, troops of 7th Battalion, Nanapara, Bahraich District of Uttarpradesh have arrested two person on 3rd and 4th September on Indo-Nepal border with 140 gm Morphine and 1.5 kg Charas respectively while they were crossing the border from Nepal to India.

The apprehended persons alongwith with seized items were handed over to the police.